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Business Partner 2016 Trophy
Following the ‘quality of customer - supplier relationships’ survey conducted by PFA Filière Automobile et Mobilités (PFA 
Automotive Industry and Mobilities), Fondex was awarded the Business Partner trophy in the SME category at the last 
Paris Motor Show - Mondial de l’Automobile (Paris, 2016).

International expansion consolidated
Europe 
Development continues in Germany, a 
leading market and cornerstone of the 
company’s international development 
strategy. The German office is moving into 
larger, more modern, and better equipped 
premises in order to provide improved 
quality of service for all customers.
Contact: Michael Pfrang - Tel. +49 621 
430 314 45 – Fax. +49 621 430 314 40; 
Neckarstrasse 33 D-68259 Mannheim; 
m.pfrang@fondex-deutschland.de

Americas
FONDEX is reasserting its presence in 
Mexico with a new international volunteer 
intern (Volontaire International en 
Entreprise, VIE), Arthur Montagne, who has 
already spent six months in Mexico. He will 

be responsible for sourcing opportunities, 
prospective clients and partners.
Contact: Arthur Montagne - Tel. +52 1 44 
24 58 37 85; montagne@fondex-sa.com 

Asia
FONDEX is consolidating its presence in
China with the recruitment of a Business 
Development Manager for China, Marc 
Meynardi, who has significant experience 
in the Chinese market. Contact: 
Marc Meynardi
Tel. +33 (0)4 50 10 48 45 
or +33 (0)6 35 02 22 69
meynardi@fondex-sa.com

AIDA press
The latest generation AIDA Direct Servo 
Former press was acquired in 2014 
and is being used increasingly skilfully 
by operators. Its productivity has been 
significantly boosted thanks to the use of 
the 3D AutoForm-StampingAdviserplus 
software.

Excellence in quality  
F O N D E X  b o a s t s  a  h i g h  l e v e l  o f 
p r o f i c i e n c y  a n d  e x p e r i e n c e  i n 
component inspection operations (size 
and cleanliness). We are equipped with 
three-dimensional testing machines and 
a cleaning and particle testing system. 
FONDEX is progressively adopting a 
lean manufacturing approach.

Development boosted 
by a high-profile client
An order completed for an international 
client led to the company integrating 
innovative technology, forming a 
partnership with a manufacturer in the 
Arve Valley and extending production and 
storage capacities. Initial results and data 
for this high-profile project will be released 
in 2017.
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                      FONDEX now uses AutoForm-StampingAdviserplus 3D simulation software. 
This software significantly increases opportunities and capacity for designing 
complex deep drawn components and reduces research and manufacturing 

times. It allows simulations to be made based on part geometry with the addition 
of tooling possibilities, as well as process assessment using complete geometry 

that incorporates tooling. It also allows for crucial feedback on deep drawing 
specifications: rupture risk, thinning risk, wrinkling, changes to shape, savings on 

materials, etc. Better control of process, tooling and part design simulations results 
in improved responsiveness, quality and productivity due to more efficient production 

and optimised, secure operating in terms of the company’s deep drawing capacities.

Growing and honing our production capacity




